examined, and the data obtained from them were
compared with those obtained at standard meteorological levels.
The lichens exhibited a general pattern of response to these environmental factors. It can be
summed up as follows: the highest rate of gas exchange occurs at temperatures from - 1 ° to + 1 6°C.
when the light intensity is below its maximum and
when the plant is wet. Although at times the temperature of the rocks upon which the plants were
growing reached 32°C. (the highest temperature recorded), this was accompanied by a reduction in the
rate of gas exchange.

On warm days, as the snow melts, water flows down
these channels. Even at "night," when the sun was
behind Cape Hallett, the rocks in the stream beds
often retained enough heat to sustain water flow for
several hours. At the same time, the light intensity
was at a low level and consequently favorable for
lichen growth.
Another source of water for some lichens is the
melting of snowflelds which cover the plants during
most of the year. Microclimatic measurements were
made beneath a snowfield at a site 4 m from the
melting edge. The sensors were placed at the snowrock interface, which at that point was 38 cm beneath the snow surface. We found that during fairly
warm days, the temperatures of the lichen-covered
rocks under the snow were above freezing. It appeared that there was sufficient lateral conduction of
heat from exposed rocks near the melting edge of
the snowfield to cause melting of the snow over the
rocks on which the lichens were growing. Since the
light intensity was sufficiently reduced by the snow
cover, conditions for lichen metabolism were optimal.
En route to the United States from Antarctica, we
spent six weeks in the mountains of New Zealand
making comparative studies. Further comparative
work is expected to be undertaken in Antarctica at
Palmer Station, in southern Florida, the northern
part of the United States, and Argentina.

(U.S. Navy Photo)
Aerial view

of

Hallett Station.

The most important of these factors in the Hallett
area is the availability of water. For optimal growth,
the plant has to be wet, and for any growth at all to
take place at least some water must be present. This
finding is in contrast to that of Lange and Bertsch
(1965), who observed that certain lichens could absorb sufficient water vapor from the air to achieve
near optimal levels of gas exchange.
The combination of conditions that we found to
be most responsible for lichen growth in the Hallett
area were very much in evidence there. A light snowfall occurring when the rocks are warm is favorable
in that the melting of the snow makes water immediately available. Coincidentally, the clouds overhead
reduce the light intensity, which is essential for optimal growth. Occasionally, these storms last several
days, permitting the plants to grow throughout all or
most of the period. As these storms are usually accompanied by winds, the snow tends to accumulate
in depressions, where some lichens grow. While this
snow is present, it serves both as a source of water
and as a shade for the plants beneath it. We observed, however, that more lichens grow along
streams fed by snowfields than in any other locality.
July-August, 1967
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Antarctic Avian Population Studies,
1966-1967
ROBERT C. WOOD, ROBERT E. LeRESCHE,
and WILLIAM J. L. SLADEN
Department of Patho biology
Johns Hopkins University
For six consecutive seasons, the social behavior,
ecology, and population dynamics of the Adélie penguin, Pygoscelis adeliae, and the south polar skua,
Catharacta maccormicki, have been studied at Cape
Crozier, Ross Island, in the rookery inhabited by
about 300,000 Adélies. The project has concentrated
on banding chicks and studying these birds in
subsequent years, after they first return to their natal
rookery as two- or three-year-olds (Sladen et a!,
1966).
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with the feeding behavior of the parents, which was
a function of age. A chick that hatched more than
2-2½ days after its sibling had a greatly decreased
chance of survival because of competition for food
and nest space. The interval between hatchings decreased with increased age of the parent, with resultant chick-production figures (to crèche stage) of
0.81 per four-year-old nest, 1.11 per five-year-old
nest, and 1.63 per nest in the control colony.
Although three- and four-year-old skuas have
been known to breed elsewhere (Kinsky and Reid,
personal communication), the first records obtained
at Cape Crozier of known-age skua breeders were of
five-year-olds. Two of these birds were found, each
incubating a single egg, but neither bird hatched its
egg. A number of four-year-old skuas were paired
and occupied territories but did not breed. The subnormal clutch size and low breeding success of these
unestablished breeders are comparable to those of
the three-year-old Adélies.
Considerable effort is expended at Cape Crozier
each season to locate and observe as many skuas of
known age as possible. A total of 220 two-, three-,
four-, and five-year-old skuas was recorded during
the 1966-1967 season. This number was 20 percent
of that of the chicks banded in these age groups

During the 1966-1967 season, the first major returns of 25,083 Adélie chicks banded at Cape Crozier during the five preceding years were realized
when these birds appeared in sufficiently large
numbers to permit examination of their productivity
and of the factors affecting their success as nesters
in relation to age. The histories of 9 nests of fiveyear-olds, 32 of four-year-olds, and 6 of three-yearolds were compiled daily from early December to
early January, when crèches were beginning to form.
These nests were marked for study in later years. in
all cases, mates of the birds of known age were
banded to provide information on mate fidelity in
these young breeders.
A full clutch of two eggs was produced by only
17 percent of the three-year-old breeders, whereas a
full clutch was produced by about 70 percent of the
four- and five-year-old Adélies and of a control colony of 16 pairs of birds of unknown age. The fiveyear-old birds lost fewer eggs and chicks than the
four-year-olds, but they had higher losses than the
control colony of presumably more experienced
breeders.
The weights of chicks within 24 hours of hatching
were not related to the age of the parents; however,
after this period, weights were closely correlated

Birds tagged with bands designed by USARP bird-banding program,1
July 1966 to June 1967

Species

Organization 2

I

L 1
I

Banded as ]

Area

Emperor penguin USARP Cape Crozier
USARP Cape Crazier
Adelie penguin

Bander3
JB, RL, RW
AP, MT, CS,
PC, RW, JB,
RL, RF
EY
TC

NZARP Cape Bird
do.
NZARP Hallett Station
do.
Adelie Coast
EPF
do.
RN, PR
USARP Falkland Is.
Black-browed
albatross
S. Shetland Is.
BA
JAC
Giant petrel
S. Shetland Is.
BA
IAC
Great skua
RW
South polar skua USARP Cape Crazier
USARP McMurdo Station RW
do.
RW
USARP Franklin Is.
do.
BA
S. Shetland Is.
Southern blackIAC
backed gull

Total:

Adult or
Chick Sub-Adult

Total

143
3604

27
67

170
3671

75

75
(300) 4
(600) 4
1998

68
19
220
21
150

173
62
282
21
177
13

648

6642

1998
105
43
62
27
12
5994

1 All bands used were provided by USARP in the interest of international cooperation.
They bear the address, "Advise Fish and Wildlife Service, Write Washington, D. C.,
U.S.A." The expeditions using them are responsible for publishing their own recovery data.
2 EPF, Expeditions Polaires Francaises; IAC, Instituto Antartico Chileno; JHU, Johns
Hopkins University; NSF, National Science Foundation; NZARP, New Zealand Antarctic
Research Programme; UC, University of California at Davis; USARP, United States
Antarctic Research Program; USN, U.S. Navy.
3 AP, A. Parker (JHU); BA, B. Araya; CS, C. Skinner (NSF); EY, E. Young; JB,
J. Boyd (JHU); MT, M. Thompson (JHU); PC, P. Cieurzo (USN); PR, P. Richards
(JHU); RF, R. Feeney (UC); RL, R. LeResche (JHU); RN, R. Napier (JHU); RW,
R. Wood (JHU); TC, T. Choate.
Indicates number of bands sent to the organization and/or individual listed; no report
is available yet on the number used. These figures are not included in the totals.
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Part of .4délie penguin rookery at Cape
Crozier.
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minus those known to have died since banding.
Very few skuas return as yearlings, but the percentage of return increases until at least the fourth year.
The large numbers of Adélie chicks (25,083) and
skua chicks (1,236) banded at Cape Crozier
present a unique opportunity to study the movements of these birds before they breed and, once
they attain breeding age, their emigrations to other
rookeries. Observations of 42 Adélies and 14 skuas
of known age that had been banded at Cape Crozier
were made by Wood between 1965 and 1967 at
Cape Bird, Marble Point, and Franklin and Beaufort Islands and by other persons at these and other
antarctic locations. None of these birds was breeding. The most distant places at which each species
has been observed are the Hallett rookery, 565 km
from Cape Crozier (a three-year-old Adélie) and
Franklin Island, 160 km from Cape Crozier (a
four-year-old skua). As more Adélies and skuas
reared at Cape Crozier reach breeding age, we
should be able to measure the presently unknown
extent of the interchange between rookeries.
Several other events occurred that are of interest:
Two giant petrels, Macronectes giganteus, which
had been banded as chicks six years earlier on Macquarie Island, and a dark skua, tentatively identified
as Cat haracta skua lonnbergi, were collected at
Cape Crozier. A previously unreported Adélie penguin rookery was discovered at the southeastern tip
of Franklin Island (76°06'S. 168 1 12 1E.). A light
rain fell for an hour on January 30 at Cape Crozier,
the first ever recorded there.
A continuing phase of this program is the development of bands that will withstand the effects of
seawater and low temperatures, and the furnishing
of them upon request to other nations engaged in
antarctic research (cf. table). During the past year,
a newly designed Teflon band (Penney and Sladen,
1966) was put on 170 emperor penguins, Aptenodytes forsteri, at Cape Crozier; other bands were
sent to the New Zealand Antarctic Research Programme, Expeditions Polaires Françaises, and the
Instituto Antartico Chileno. Over 6,600 birds of
seven different species were banded during the
1966-1967 season by four different nations.
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Microbial Activity in Antarctica
J. RICHTER, D. WARNKE, and W. SCHWARTZ
Department of Oceanography
Florida State University
Geomicrobiological investigations were carried
out by Florida State University in the sea-land
boundary zone of Anvers Island during the past
summer. The objectives of the program were to
study the role of microorganisms in the weathering
processes of rocks in an extreme environment, the
early biochemical processes in guano formation in
the rookeries of Adélie penguins, the microbial content of raw soils, and the nutrient contribution of
the land mass to the near-shore environment.
Samples were collected from both terrestrial and
marine environments. Terrestrial samples were taken
during the first part of the field season near
Palmer Station, on Norsel and Bonaparte Points, on
Litchfield, Humble, Torgersen, and Horseshoe Islands, at the sea cave on Dream Island, and at Port
Lockroy. Other sampling was done at sites between
Cape Monaco and Perrier Bay during a helicopter
flight along the west coast of Anvers Island. Vegetation, soil, rock, snow, and meltwater samples were
collected for assay of microbial populations; petrographic determinations will be made also.
Nineteen oceanographic stations were occupied in
cooperation with personnel from the University of
Miami, using the Greenland cruiser of USCGC
Westwind. The first series of these stations was
aligned on a transection from the ice front in Arthur
Harbor, past the Outcast Islands, to Bismarck Strait.
Other stations were occupied in the approaches to
Arthur Harbor, in Loudwater Cove, at Port Lockroy, in the Peltier Channel, and off Biscoe Point. An
attempt to complete a transection between Biscoe
Point and the Wauwermans Islands had to be abandoned because of high winds and rough water.
At each oceanographic station, samples were taken
with Niskin bags for microbial analysis and with
Nansen and Van Dorn bottles for physicochemical
testing. Parts of the samples were deep-frozen for
shipment to Florida State University. At Palmer, microorganisms were separated from the samples by
running the water through millipore filters. Successful inoculations were obtained from all stations. Additional millipore filtrations were made to assay the
particulate matter present in the water and for carbon analyses of the filtered material after its shipment to Florida State University.
Sediment samples were taken from the ocean bottom whenever feasible. These were analyzed for
both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria, and sections
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